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Riding out the storm

Another
British piñata

UK revelations centred on one of its
tabloid newspapers have left News
Corporation, the world’s second
biggest media conglomerate, in the
eye of a global storm. Once again, a
major company is paying the price
for not following the rules of
effective reputation management

By Nir Kossovsky and Jonathan Salem
Baskin
We’ve seen this movie before. A rising wave
of press attention crests in a critical mass,
the threshold, the boiling point, where
seemingly little things trigger major events.
This is the “tipping point”, as Malcolm
Gladwell explains. It is as true for the
cumulative effects of straw on a
dromedary’s spine as it is for the
cumulative effects of business process
failures on the reputation of a corporation.
One year ago, the lead story in IAM
magazine documented the consequences of
the operational failure of safety processes.
Those processes, better known to readers of
this magazine as intellectual properties
(patents, trade secrets and know-how), in
the general case seek to achieve the specific
reputationally relevant goals of upholding
safety (Table 1).
Last year’s featured corporation was BP;
this year’s sequel is News Corporation
(NASD:NWSA). Notwithstanding minor
plot adjustments, the overarching story is
the same. Our analysis, however, takes a
fresh perspective:
• The failure of business processes
comprising ethical controls and the
unfortunate alignment in this case of

•
•

interests among journalists,
management, the police and
government.
The culturally driven purification ritual
manifesting as a pile-on of litigators,
regulators and bloggers.
The underlying business model and
culture of newspapers, and the nagging
question as to whether a tabloid
newspaper is inherently challenged with
respect to journalism’s professional
commitment to playing fairly,
transparently and honestly.

Just the facts
In case you have been living under a rock
these past few weeks or have just been let
out of prison, News Corporation, a USlisted global media company, is coming
under fire for ethical breaches at its British
tabloid subsidiary, News of the World. The
tabloid has been accused of hacking into the
cell phone of Milly Dowler, a 13-year-old
girl who went missing in 2002. The tabloid
reportedly listened to Dowler’s voicemail
messages, ultimately deleting older
messages as the mailbox began to fill up,
which complicated the police investigation
into Dowler’s disappearance. This revelation
precipitated the tipping.
The paper has come under scrutiny
lately for other supposed hacking
campaigns against politicians, celebrities
and even members of the British royal
family. If these claims, particularly those
involving Milly Dowler, can be
substantiated, News of the World could be
facing legal action – possibly even criminal
charges for obstructing a police
investigation.
How others see it
“Bribery, illegal wiretapping, interference in
a murder investigation, political blackmail,
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Table 1. Reputation is an epiphenomenon. There are six key business processes
(intellectual properties) that seek to achieve specific reputationally relevant goals and
underpin reputation value

Process goal

Definitions

Create an ethical work
environment

Ethics are the moral principles by which a company operates;
integrity is the act of adhering to those moral principles. Ethics
are an integral part of governance that combine with integrity to
affect the reputation value of all other intangible assets.
Additionally, ethics are the keystone intangible asset because
they form the basis for trust and confidence.

Drive innovation

Innovation is the design, invention, development and/or
implementation of new or altered products, services, processes,
systems, organisational structures or business models for the
purpose of creating new value for customers and financial
returns for the firm.

Assure quality

Quality is:
• The extent to which a product is free from defects or
deficiencies.
• The extent to which a service meets or exceeds the
expectations of customers or clients.
• The extent to which products and services conform to
measurable and verifiable criteria.

Uphold safety

Safety is the state of being certain that a set of conditions will
not accidentally cause adverse effects on the wellbeing of
people or the environment.

Promote sustainability
(aka corporate
social responsibility)

Sustainability means making, using, offering for sale or selling
products and services that meet the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.

Provide security
Security is the degree of protection that a company offers
(physical/and cyber threats) against events undertaken by actors intentionally, criminally or
maliciously, for purposes that adversely affect the firm. Because
fear is the great disruptor of life and commerce, it is useful to
think of security, the most ethereal of the intangible assets, as
“absence of fear”.
Data source: Mission: Intangible. Managing risk and reputation to create enterprise value (IAFS, 2010)

and rampant disregard for both the truth
and basic decency,” is the choice phrase that
Elliot Spitzer used to describe this event in
his 12th July column on Slate.com. Spitzer,
the former New York State attorney general
whose meteoric career rested on his highprofile prosecutions of white collar crime,
was the 54th governor of New York until his
resignation following exposure of his
involvement as a client of a high-priced
prostitution ring.
Qualitative and quantitative
consequences
As summarised by business information
company Hoovers.com, the products of
www.iam-magazine.com

News Corporation are heard, seen and read
all around the world. The world’s #2 media
conglomerate (behind Walt Disney), News
Corporation has operations spanning film,
television and publishing. It produces and
distributes movies through Fox Filmed
Entertainment, while its FOX Broadcasting
network boasts more than 200 affiliate
stations in the United States. The company
also owns and operates more than 25
television stations, as well as a portfolio of
cable networks. Its publishing businesses
include newspaper publishers Dow Jones
(Wall Street Journal) and News International
(The Times, London), and book publisher
HarperCollins. In addition, News
Corporation has stakes in British Sky
Broadcasting (BSkyB) and Sky Deutschland.
Heads have rolled, deals have collapsed
and both enterprise and reputational value
have evaporated. Les Hinton, chief executive
of Dow Jones and publisher of the Wall
Street Journal, and Rebekah Brooks, his
successor at the helm of News
Corporation’s UK newspapers and parent
company of News of the World, News
International, have resigned. Brooks has also
been arrested by authorities in the United
Kingdom on suspicion of corruption and
conspiring to intercept communications.
The resignations came as News
International offered full-page apologies in
British newspapers after a week in which
News Corporation abandoned its bid for
British Sky Broadcasting and its chairman,
Rupert Murdoch, reluctantly agreed to a
grilling by UK members of Parliament.
An even bigger threat to News Corp
could be looming in the United States,
where the hacking scandal has become big
news. Senior US congressmen from both
parties have called for two sets of criminal
inquiries: first, for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to investigate whether US
citizens were victims of phone hacking by
News of the World, in breach of wiretap laws;
and second, for the Justice Department to
decide whether alleged payments to British
police could mean that News Corp, a USlisted company, violated the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act.
News Corporation’s diversified global
operations generated US$32.7 billion in
revenue last year, according to figures
collated by the BBC (Table 2). Excluding the
sunk costs of the failed BSkyB bid and outof-pocket costs for the full-page ads, there
is also lost revenue from advertisers which
have withdrawn business.
Costs to settle the growing number of
claims for hacking are not insignificant.
Bloomberg reports that News Corp could
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end up paying a total of £120 million in
damages and legal fees, says Niri Shan, a
media lawyer at UK law firm Taylor
Wessing. Shan based that figure on an
average settlement of £30,000 for each of
the 4,000 victims identified by police.
Last, there is the risk of future costs to
doing business. Much of that risk relates to
a new attitude among regulators and is one
of the least appreciated, and potentially
most damaging, consequences of
reputational value loss.
The BBC reports that the big question is
whether the investigations translate into a
threat to News Corp’s US broadcasting
licence – as it has done in the United
Kingdom, according to analyst Alan Gould
of US investment firm Evermore Partners.
Both reputational value and market
capitalisation have deteriorated. Among the
12 companies comprising the shrinking peer
group of media conglomerates, the Steel
City Re Corporate Reputation Index ranking
slid from the 27th percentile to the ninth
percentile over the trailing 12 months
ending 14th July (Figure 1). In terms of
reputational ranking volatility, the trailing
12-week velocity was -9% and the trailing
12-week vector was -31% (Figure 2).
By the close of business on 18th July,
US$8.3 billion had been wiped off News
Corp’s market value since the Guardian
newspaper broke the hacking story
concerning kidnap and murder victim Milly
Dowler on 4th July. The allegations have
extended to include victims of terrorism,
including the 11th September 2001 attacks.
Reputational value crisis peri-mortem
In 2002 a reporter for a British tabloid
hacked into the voicemail of a kidnap and
murder victim. In 2011 exposure of this
breach of journalistic ethics by a competitor
wiped over US$8 billion off the market
capitalisation of the parent company. What
are the forces that leverage the activity in a
small part of a media empire that generates
around 5% of its net income such that its
demise wipes out many times that value in
less than two weeks? More specifically, how
did a 10-year-old event trigger a full-blown
reputational crisis (Table 3)?
Reputation comprises forward-looking
intuitions by stakeholders that represent
expected behaviours. Stakeholders comprise
customers, vendors, employees, creditors,
investors and regulators. These intuitions
collectively constitute corporate reputation
that can be measured, quantified and
characterised statistically over time.
Reputational value loss is usually
accompanied by market value loss. Steel

Table 2. Sources of revenue for News Corporation
Business

Revenue (US$b)

Filmed entertainment
Cable network
Newspapers (including News International)
Broadcast television (US)
Satellite television
Other (digital media, MySpace)
Book publishing

7.6
7.0
6.1
4.2
3.8
2.7
1.3

Data source: BBC Business News 17th July. www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-14150820

City Re, an enabler of reputational value
insurances, estimates that the median cost
of a reputational crisis is 7% of market
capitalisation one calendar quarter after the
precipitating event. Two weeks into the
News Corporation reputational crisis, the
equity value loss is around 17%. We can
only speculate on the impact of the crisis on
the liquidity and future cost of credit to
News Corp.
Reputation – an epiphenomenon of
business processes
Reputation is an epiphenomenon.
Stakeholders’ intuitions underpinning
reputational value are informed by how a
company controls the business processes
underpinning reputation and enterprise
value. These processes fall loosely into six
general categories: ethics, innovation,
quality, safety, sustainability and security
(Table 1). The six create value together, like
a Roman arch, and the loss of any one
component can destroy significant value.
This reputational crisis is one of a
failure of business processes comprising
ethical controls. It was a perfect storm,
giving rise to conditions comprising motive
– content for the tabloids that drove sales;
rationalisation – journalists perform a
public good by exposing that which is
hidden; and opportunity – the controls
comprising management, the police and
government had their reasons for not
exercising authority. In short, it was an
unfortunate alignment in this case of
interests among journalists, management,
the board, police and government.
Intentional ethical breach – cousin
to fraud
“With regard to the ‘fraud triangle’ (motive,
rationalization, opportunity),” notes Michael
D Greenberg, director of the RAND Center
for Corporate Ethics and Governance,
“boards and management at least in
principle have the potential to reduce
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Figure 1. Reputational metrics from News Corporation show a volatile year and a net
decline from the 27th percentile to the ninth percentile. With respect to economic
performance, the company is marginally ahead of its peers at around 3%. It has lost
significant value over the past weeks; however, that value in excess of the S&P500
benchmark or its peer-group benchmark only appeared in January
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Figure 2. News Corporation has a history of volatility with respect to its reputational
metrics. The Steel City Re Corporate Reputation Index ranking vector and velocity
show great swings over the trailing 12 weeks. Since the scandal broke, both vector
and velocity have trended negative
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‘opportunity’ by imposing strong internal
controls and compliance mechanisms; and
to reduce ‘motive’ and ‘rationalization’
through appropriate incentive-setting,
articulation of corporate values, and tone at
the top.” They also have a duty. “That role
has been acknowledged and incorporated
into a range of regulatory, commercial, and
justice guidance materials, including the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines in the U.S.,
the Ministry of Justice Guidance pertaining
to the Anti-Bribery Statute in the UK, and
the 2010 OECD Good Practice Guidance on
Internal Controls, Ethics, and Compliance,”
adds Greenberg.
www.iam-magazine.com

The company’s board of directors appears
to have been conflicted. Corporate
governance adviser Pirc said that the collapse
of News Corp’s offer for BSkyB should be
viewed as a chance to refresh the board. “The
body has expressed concerns over corporate
governance since the company listed,” it
notes. In 2010 Pirc questioned the
independence of seven of Sky’s 16 directors.
It added in mid-July 2011 that News Corp
also faced “considerable governance
questions”, rating it in the bottom 5% of S&P
500 companies in this regard.
Reuters reported on 10th July that
according to a senior police officer who was
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Table 3. Evidence of a full-blown reputational crisis. Reputation comprises forward-looking intuitions by stakeholders that represent
expected behaviours. Sentiment analysis is one way of gauging reputation
Quote

Authority

Source and date

Stakeholder

Phone-hacking scandal damaged News Corp's image.

Claims filed by News Corp
shareholders led by
Amalgamated Bank

Media Matters
for America,
11th July 2011

Investor

I think the UK hacking scandal has the potential to
damage the Wall Street Journal's reputation.

Jay Ottaway, whose family owned
6.2% of Wall Street Journal
publisher Dow Jones & Co before
it was sold to News Corp

Reuters,
14th July 2011

Investor

"I think the benefit of the
[Wall Street] Journal is it's above the fray. It's carved
out such a strong reputation for so long… You cannot
completely separate it from the muck."

Reuters,
Doug Arthur, a long-time
newspaper analyst now with Evercore 14th July 2011
Partners

Analyst

Rupert Murdoch is torching the reputation of all of his
brands.

Arthur Yann, vice president of
public relations for the Public
Relations Society of America (PRSA)

The reputation of the company we love so much, as
well as the press freedoms we value so highly, are all
at risk.

The Telegraph,
Resignation memo from News
International chief executive Rebekah 17th July 2011
Brooks

Employee

He has too much power over British public life. We’ve
got to look at the situation whereby one person can
own more than 20 percent of the newspaper market,
the Sky platform and Sky News. I think it’s unhealthy.

Opposition Labour Party leader Ed
Miliband, calling for a breakup of
the media empire

The Observer,
17th July 2011

Regulator

Our committee has jurisdiction to look into these very
troubling allegations against News Corp and find out
whether any federal laws were violated such as the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

Rep Bruce Braley (D-Iowa), who
sits on the House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee

The Hill,
14th July 2011

Regulator

Financial Times,
18th July 2011

Creditor

Recent events (had) materially increased the reputation, Standard and Poor's, on the risk of a
management, litigation and other risks.
credit downgrade

asked to investigate the matter in 2009,
“illegal voicemail hacking was ‘standard
practice’ at Britain’s best-selling Sunday
newspaper, and then covered up by
executives”. Its persistence is explained
partially by this: the scandal has also
brought to light accusations that journalists
working for News Corporation illegally paid
police for information. As part of the fallout, UK Prime Minister David Cameron has
announced two enquiries relating to the
scandal. One of them, led by a judge, will
look at the way that the police investigated
the allegations against News of the World
and the relationship between newspapers
and the police.
Meanwhile, the police leadership is
reeling. On 18th June John Yates, the

Ragan’s PR Daily,
12th July 2011

Media observer

Metropolitan Police’s top counterterrorism
officer, announced his resignation. In 2009
Yates decided not to re-open investigations
into alleged phone hacking by journalists at
the now defunct News of the World, saying
that there was no reason to do so. The day
before, his boss, Commissioner Paul
Stephenson, quit as head of the
Metropolitan Police over his links to Neil
Wallis, a former deputy editor at News of the
World. The London police force had hired
Wallis as a public relations consultant.
Government preferred to look the other
way. Wallis, to take the story to the next
level, was deputy to editor Andy Coulson,
who was hired by the prime minister as his
press secretary. “The tabloid press in Britain
is very powerful, and it’s also exceedingly
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Table 4. Reputation and economic return. Measurement of reputation today is not an academic exercise. In addition to the companyspecific evidence of value creation and loss proportional to reputational standing, there are a number of opportunities to find economic
opportunities based on reputational metrics. These are a few of them
Equity investment strategy

Style

Notes

Expert-driven

ESG-based funds

Index-linked
Media sentiment
Reputation arbitrage

Trust Across America (new)
Derwent (Twitter-linked, new)
RepuStars®

Multivariate models factoring environmental,
sustainability and governance factors
Proprietary ranking of reputation factors
Software-driven language analysis
Asymmetries in reputational assessment by
all stakeholders as a group and equity
investors as a subgroup

(Disclosure: RepuStars® is a product based on the Steel City Re Corporate Reputation Index and is maintained by a related company)

aggressive, and it’s not just News Corp.;
The Mail is very aggressive,” said John
Whittingdale, a Conservative member of
Parliament who is chairman of the Culture,
Media and Sport Committee, as quoted in
the New York Times on 9th July. “They do
make or break reputations, so obviously
politicians tread warily.”
The Times adds that politicians have
always been most afraid of the two News
Corporation papers, The Sun and its Sunday
sister (at least until it closed), the News of
the World, because the papers’ goodwill is so
important politically. “They go on little
feeding frenzies against various politicians,”
said Roy Greenslade, a professor of
journalism at City University London. Until
the floodgates opened, when the outrage
over the latest phone-hacking revelations
had politicians voicing disgust in a cathartic
parliamentary session, most members of
Parliament were terrified of crossing
Murdoch, Professor Greenslade said.
It may be asking too much of the police
and the government to serve as a check on
the press. Christopher Hitchens, writing for
Slate.com, confesses: “Admittedly, it isn’t
usually the job of these institutions to keep
the press honest. (Indeed, I could swear that
I read somewhere that the whole concept
was the other way about.)”
Ritual purification
Societies have always practised rituals of
symbolic purification, usually accomplished
by penance and/or punishment. The
symbolic sending out of worries or sins
onto another living thing or inanimate
object, otherwise known as scapegoating,
has been around for more than 4,000 years,
spanning the deserts of the ancient Middle
East to today’s corporate boardrooms. Ritual
punishment, whether as an expression of
shared guilt or a proscriptive gesture for
future acts, is just as old: crucifixion; public
www.iam-magazine.com

hangings; the now infamous perp walk
we’ve all seen on TV.
The News Corp saga draws on both
traditions, with penance and punishment
getting supercharged and somewhat
amended by the influences of
instantaneously and incessantly now media
experience.
Penance
News of the World was a guilty pleasure for
at least three generations of Britons.
Everyone knew it operated in a muddled
grey area of impropriety. Some of its
headlines and scoops challenged the truth,
if not legal methods of discovery or sharing
it, though few readers cared enough to
ponder the implications. Victims of its
coverage did, and they regularly sued the
paper. For everyone else, its muckraking was
something of a shared guilt. Readers
tolerated it because they enjoyed it.
That’s why there was little public outcry
over its closing. Its practices had
entertained many spectators, but enlisted
few actual supporters. If anything, they
were all but willing to let it fall, finding
little publicly to note other than the role
that the paper played in helping fill lazy
Sundays at home. The decision to close it so
abruptly reflected much of the same
sensibilities; while the phone hacking was
certainly the precipitating event, a 168-year
history of abusing and exploiting the truth
was its true guilt. It was shut down because
the readers and owners couldn’t make the
case for why it should stay open.
As an act of penance, however, the
mediasphere didn’t know quite what to make
of it. Readers could voice their surprise, but it
didn’t last long – perhaps since it was so
easy to shift their Sunday reading habit to a
less scandalous rag (or simply turn to the
internet, where all the stories start anyway).
For News Corp, the boldness of the closing
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Figure 3. Separated by 17 years and at opposite ends of the PR quality spectrum, both
Johnson & Johnson and BP suffered market cap losses ranging between 50% and 60%
following their respective reputational crises arising from security and safety breaches,
respectively
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was diluted by the multitude and speed of
explanations and suspicions Tweeted,
blogged or reported. Did the quickness of
action in closing the paper suggest that it was
too easy, or that it wasn’t enough penance for
its crimes? Less than a week after the paper
printed its last issue, it was all but a forgotten
element of the continuing story.
Punishment
Today’s mediasphere has compressed the
space and time between charge and verdict.
Allegation is synonymous with guilt and

going through the motions of public penance
often isn’t enough. The public demands
punishment and we see this happening to
News Corp almost by the minute: News of the
World was closed, arrests were made, the UK
Parliament summoned the Murdochs and
their minions to berate them, the US$12
billion BSkyB bid was withdrawn and then
the US Congress called for various
investigations. It was fashionable for
television and blogosphere pundits to
question Rupert Murdoch’s fitness to
operate newspapers or his business overall,
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Table 5. With respect to the six key drivers of reputational value, this is a series of control
functions that help evidence that a company is committed to increasing, protecting and
restoring its reputational value
Measuring and assessing the reputational threats to enterprise value
Analysing gaps between current practices and desired behaviour goals
Training employees to assure they understand and appreciate behaviour goals
Incentivising and disincentivising for conformance with behaviour goals
Monitoring behaviours and controls
Maintaining business continuity and crisis communications plans
Stressing monitoring systems and controls with failure and crisis simulations
Communicating all of the above to stakeholders
Overseeing both the strategy and execution of the above at the level of the board of directors
Data source: Steel City Re

even though those questions were mostly
rhetorical and based on answers that would
be judged by media outlets, not courts.
Virtuality replaced causality.
It is interesting also that the calls for
punishment seem almost the mirror image of
the power and behavioural largesse bestowed
on News Corp by governments on both sides
of the Atlantic. Even Murdoch’s US
citizenship has been questioned, as if it were
some favour he was granted in order to
purchase US media properties. Could there
be a reputational risk of special favours,
either real or perceived, that is a potential
liability waiting to be charged to a business
once triggered by circumstance? Perhaps
friendly treatment, let alone favourable deals,
has a downside cost associated with it?
Further, today’s media have a clear
preference for punishing personalities
(remember how BP’s Tony Hayward was
vilified during the Gulf spill?). The ritual
doesn’t work with generic, faceless
corporations, in that there is no leader to
hound as he or she appears in public; no
photo outtakes that provide expressions that
match the points of view of inquiring editors.

Could this suggest a downside to brands
represented by well-known chief executives?
It is also easier to call for punishing
companies that have more immediately
visible individuals or actions that can be
punished; in News Corp’s case, the proposed
BSkyB deal could be slammed. Other
companies have behaved in ways that warrant
far more punishment, but avoid the public
ritual because there is no obvious way to
impose the pain (the various actions by Wall
Street firms during the economic crash a few
years ago being prime examples).
Newspapers and tabloid journalism –
inherent ethical challenges?
Tony Burman, ex-editor-in-chief of CBC
News, said it this way: “Every news
organization has only its credibility and
reputation to rely on.” While various existing
codes of journalistic ethics have some
differences, most share common elements
– including the principles of truthfulness,
accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, fairness and
public accountability as these apply to the
acquisition of newsworthy information and
its subsequent dissemination to the public.
On this basis, it would be one thing to
discover that reporters at the Wall Street
Journal were engaging in misconduct or
misbehaviour. The Journal, whatever its
political leanings, is still a mainstream
media outlet, and one that is generally
believed to be dedicated to objective
reporting and to honouring the tenets of
ethical journalism.
What about a tabloid UK paper such as
The Sun? A tabloid paper is fundamentally
about spilling dirt, appealing to prurient
interest, stirring controversy and digging up
personal laundry that public figures would
rather keep private. It may be argued that the
intent of tabloid newspapers is much more
about dirt than about pursuing journalism.

Today’s media have a clear preference for punishing
personalities (remember how BP’s Tony Hayward was vilified
during the Gulf spill?). The ritual doesn’t work with generic,
faceless corporations, in that there is no leader to hound as he or
she appears in public
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News of the World, writes Hitchins, became a
“paper where the question was not how low
can poor human nature sink, but rather is
there anything, however depraved, that a
reporter cannot be induced to do?”
If that is true (and it’s a big if), then the
business model itself may be harder to
reconcile with ethical culture and strong
corporate controls against misconduct.
Reputation crisis – the big story
Being concerned about reputation is hardly
novel. Socrates helpfully suggested nearly
2,500 years ago that “the way to gain a good
reputation is to endeavour to be what you
desire to appear”. Not that this moral
dictum calling for authenticity is in any way
off the mark.
But it is the risk of the consequences of
a lost reputation that has captured
management’s focus most recently. Among
the attention-getting prods are the US
Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC)
Release 33-9089 on risk management, also
known as 17 CFR Part 249; and the personal
liability implications of Delaware’s Stone v
Ritter, No 93, 2006 (Del 2006). Evidence
that companies are taking notice is found in
the dramatic rise in the number of them
that are disclosing the materiality of
reputation risk in their annual filings. For
the prior five years, the number of S&P500
index constituent member companies
recognising reputation risk in their Section
1A disclosures hovered around 40. In the
trailing 12 months, that number jumped to
more than 160.
Call it coincidence, but in the same
trailing 12 months two icons of reputation
have been sued by shareholders for
destroying reputation value, and one of the
most popular Hollywood films
acknowledged the risk of reputation loss. In
December 2010 Johnson & Johnson, once
ranked the most reputable company in the
world, was sued; in March 2011 Warren
Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway suffered a
similar fate. In both cases shareholders
alleged loss of reputation leading to loss in
enterprise value. In the background, the
2010 blockbuster about the origins of
Facebook, The Social Network, offered
this exchange between the company’s
two founders:
Mark: … Do you realise that your
actions could have easily destroyed
everything I’ve been working on?
Eduardo: We’ve been working on.
Mark: Without money, the company
can’t function. If the servers are down
for even a day, our reputation is
damaged irreversibly.

Cutting to the chase, a reputational
crisis is no longer a remote possibility.
While most corporate executives, risk
managers and board directors can palpate
the risk and are disclosing it, Oxford
Metrica has quantified it: 82% five-year
prevalence.
Reputation restoration – media
turns to media
There is a contrarian view that very good
marketing and a concerted public relations
effort can repair a damaged reputation; or
failing that, a good lawyer. Slate.com reported
that News Corporation hired American PR
and lobbying firm Edelman, publishers of a
branded Trust Barometer. The New York Times
reported recently that News Corp also hired
top criminal lawyer Brendan V Sullivan Jr,
who successfully defended Oliver North
during the Iran-Contra scandal.
Examined closely, the track record of
PR in saving damaged reputations is
ambiguous. Consider two examples:
Johnson & Johnson’s infamous Tylenol case
from 1983 and BP’s equally infamous
Deepwater Horizon case from 2010 (Figure
3). In the former case, often cited as the
pinnacle of good PR, Johnson & Johnson lost
between 50% and 60% of its market value
relative to the S&P500. But for good PR,
one might argue, the firm could have lost
more. In the latter case, BP also lost
between 50% and 60% of its market value
relative to the S&P500. Being still of recent
memory, one would be hard pressed to argue
that PR helped in any respect.
Notwithstanding BP’s significant effort
at building an image of environmental
sensitivity, as Henry Ford noted nearly 100
years ago: “You can’t build a reputation on
what you are going to do.” The lesson from
the Tylenol and Deepwater Horizon events,
Socrates would say, is that a company being
authentically in control of its business
processes is the source of reputational value.
Authentic control confers both
reputation value and resilience. Indeed, in
1986, when Johnson & Johnson faced a
second Tylenol crisis, its market cap
jumped and it outperformed the S&P500 by
30% when it promptly demonstrated to its
stakeholders that it was in a state of control.
It proved compellingly that the poisonings
were restricted to a single bottle in a single
store, and thus affirmed to a level
competitors could not match that every
other bottle was safe.

Action plan
•

•

•

•

•

A

Reputation is an epiphenomenon
comprising stakeholder intuitions formed
by a company’s management of six core
business processes (IP): ethics,
innovation, quality, safety, sustainability
and security.
Breach of ethics at News of the World, a
portfolio company of News Corporation,
triggered a reputational crisis whose full
financial impact is yet to be determined.
That the breach persisted for years is the
result of an unfortunate alignment of
interests of forces that might otherwise
have removed one or more of the critical
arms of the triangle of fraud.
The breach was of sufficient magnitude
that when the “tipping point” was
reached, a cathartic ritual cleansing was
inevitable.
A company can avoid reputational crises
by placing itself in a state of control over
the business processes that govern
reputation.

Taking authentic control of
reputational exposures
So much rides on reputation, and reputation
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Riding out the storm

is but the consequence of operational
controls. There are concrete steps that
companies can take to help place
themselves in a state of control over the
business processes that underpin
reputation (Table 5). Evidence of control
comprises satisfactory answers to the
following general questions:
• How does a company perform a control
function over the six reputationally
linked critical business processes?
• How is that control monitored?
• How are discrepancies managed?
• How is the validity of monitoring
affirmed?
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Effecting control, as with all aspects of
modern management, requires metrics.
There are three sources of reputational
information. The oldest and simplest
source of information is the stakeholders’
response to inquiry. This is the domain of
market research and the instrument known
as the market survey. Results of surveys
produce such rankings as the Harris
Interactive Reputation Quotient and less

well-known metrics such as the Reputation
Institute Rankings, the Most Admired
Company league table and the Most
Reputable Company league table.
A more recently evolving tool for
capturing reputational information is to
see what stakeholders are saying when not
directly queried. First driven by culling
through the published literature and
sorting out media tenor on the basis of
word choice, the approach has expanded in
recent years to include quantitative and
qualitative analyses of various social media
channels such as Twitter and the
blogosphere.
The last source of reputational
information, stakeholder action, underpins
Steel City Re’s reputation indices. This
approach captures economically relevant
actions arising from reputation and embodies
the principles articulated by Pittsburgh
native Andrew Carnegie, founder of a steel
empire and one of the world’s wealthiest men
of his times. As Carnegie noted, “As I grow
older, I pay less attention to what men say. I
just watch what they do.”
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